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Discussion Questions  
*Note: These questions are for small or large reading group time and are not for children to write out answers. That would take the fun and 

possibly the comprehension away, in my opinion.  

 

1. Ferdinand liked to spend time alone under a cork tree. What did he do there? 
2. Was he lonesome? 
3. Did he grow big and strong? What was funny about the tree showing how much he grew? 
4. Did you notice something funny about the cork tree? Was that a joke for kids? 
5. Have you ever sat under a tree? What did you do there? Do you know what kind of tree it was? 
6. Why do you think Ferdinand didn’t like rough play like the other little bulls?  
7. Why did men come to pick the biggest bull?  
8. What happened that one day to Ferdinand? Was he usually like that? 
9. Why did the men in funny hats pick him?  
10.  Tell about the parade at the bull ring.  
11.  Ferdinand was last to enter the ring. What did he do?  
12.  Are you glad the ladies were wearing flowers on their hats? How did that help? 
13.  What was the very happy ending of the book? 
14.  What is something else you noticed about the story?  
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Discuss vocabulary before reading 

Banderilleros bulls 

Matador butt  

(as in butt their heads together) 

 

lonesome 

 

 

 

Picadores 
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Vocabulary page 2 

stung by bee 

 

bumble bee 

cork tree 

 

pasture 

 

Spain 

 

 

 

smelling flowers 
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Teacher Notes: 

*Note: First, do not explain too much about bull fighting. For instance, a picador is a bullfighter with a 

particular job: to jab the bull with a sharp spear (a lance), in order to get him angry and riled up. Children 

who are unaware do not need to understand the injury to bulls to comprehend the story. There is a parade 

and acts that happen before the Matador ever starts his part. I recommend teachers gloss over the blood 

sport information. If a child knows and tells, of course, it is out of the hands of the teacher. This story is not 

about a coward but a peace loving bull.  
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